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2 messages 

Thu, May 13, 2021 at 3:39 PM Hemant Maruti Patil <hemantpatil@mes.ac.in>
To: akshayghadge6@gmail.com
Cc: "Dr. Gajendra Patil" <gpatil@mes.ac.in> 

Dear Sir, 

am contacting you to inquire as to whet her you would be willing to act as external examiner for oral examination
for the subject of BE Project-|l for Students of Fourth Year Mechanical Engineering.

Date of examination is Monday 17th May 2021. Examination will start at 9:00 am and may end up to 4:00 pm 

tentatively on the same day. 

Mode for examination will be online video conferencing. You will get notified with necessary links on acceptance 

of invitation. 

Kindly revert this mail as soon as possible with confirmation from your side and please provide your bank details 

too. 

I would be most grateful if you could act as that external authority. 

Thanks and Regards, 

Hemant M. Patil 
(M.E. Manufacturing and Automation, B. E. Mechanical) 

Assistant Professor, 
Department of Mechanical Engineering, 

Pillai HOC College of Engineering and Techology, Ras.ayani,

(9028626803/9284695480) 

VISION: 
To establish a department of cxcellence in mechanical cngineering encompassi ng design, manufacturing, and thermal sciences by 
providing high-quality education through teaching learning process and research to meet the technological challenges. 

MISSION: 
To educate and prepare undergraduate students with theoreric.d and practical skills reejuired for the success ul career in mechanical 

and allied discipline with ethics and respcct lo the environmcnt. 

akshay ghadge <akshayghadge6@gmail.com> 
To: Hemant Maruti Patil <hemantpatil@mes.ac.in>

Thu, May 13, 2021 at 3:51 PM 

Thank you for your invitation, I will be available for the same. 

My Bank details as follows 

Akshay Ravso Ghadge 
Bank of India 
Branch Tala, Raigad 
Ac.no. 123916310000152 

IFSC code BKIDO001239 

Regards 

Mr. Akshay Ghadge 
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